EarthShaker™ represents the trucks and machines that CONSTRUCT the tracks for every Monster Jam® competition. Help fill in the blanks above to BUILD your own unique Monster Jam® story!

One day ___________ decided to build a/an ___________ Monster Jam® truck. ___________ worked very hard on the truck, building it from ___________ and ___________. Soon, the Monster Jam® truck was ready. The truck was bright ___________ with the name ___________ ___________ written in ___________. The competition was ___________ with trucks like the ___________ being driven by ___________ and the ___________ Monster being driven by ___________.

Soon the show began. The fans yelled “___________” loudly as the trucks raced across the floor. The fans ___________ in their seats. The show continued into freestyle with the fans ___________ “___________” when the truck crashed and broke its ___________. The show was ___________, and the judges awarded ___________ for every ___________ on the floor in the truck for the fans and ___________ bought a ___________ from the merchandise stand.

The show was ___________, and the judges awarded ___________ a score of ___________ and the freestyle win for every ___________. After the show, the drivers signed ___________ for the fans and ___________ bought a ___________ from the merchandise stand.

It was the ___________ show EVER!